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Free Amanita Newsletter 5/23/2018:
7fold Amanita composite model
Virgo Constellation 9/23/17
I am the way and the truth and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through me. (John 14:6)

1. Amanita Market Forecasting: top performance!
The US rating agency Timer Digest monitors the signals for 3 markets: gold, S&P 500, US bonds.
In all 3 markets the Amanita signals were top-ranked in the two recent editions (#653 & #654), i.e.
among the top 5 in the ranking of the 100+ leading market timers around the globe – an extraordinary performance. However, this Timer Digest outperformance is tiny compared to the cryptocurrencies, where in the past year several profits of 1000-1500% were achieved. In the early years
parts of the Amanita premium content were released in the free area, however this policy is strictly
prohibited in the end times. The Amanita orchestra only makes sense as a whole, because all
positioned are tailored precisely to each other through solid money management. Taking isolated
positions out of this context is like taking a cylinder, the steering wheel & the air conditioning out of
a car & trying to drive with these 3 parts. The very broad diversification allows a true absolute
return approach, something very few services are able to deliver. Also note the list of extraordinary Amanita calls since 1999: https://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/performance-english/1extra-ordinary-amanita-calls-since-1999 However, I differentiate painstakingly between forecasts &
implementation. If a forecast does exist, then 4 questions have to be addressed: if, how, when &
with how much capital it is implemented.

2. Free market commentary: 7fold Amanita composite model
The Amanita forecasting system is terribly complex & consists of dozens of models, which partly
consist of sub-models. In this article I’d like to discuss the most important long-term model: the
7fold composite model.

3. Prophecies #6: Virgo constellation 9/23/17
In the 6th part of the article series on prophecies I’d like to discuss the 9/23/17 Virgo constellation
mentioned in the Holy Bible, including the implications for the financial markets.
I thank you so much for your continued interest & bless you from the bottom of my heart!
Yours,
Manfred Zimmel
Amanita Market Forecasting http://www.amanita.at
1190 Vienna, Austria - European Union
Content free Amanita newsletter: The free Amanita newsletter is sent out every 2-6 months, it complements the Amanita
premium subscription, which is published 1-5 times per month (target: 30-40 premium updates per year). The free market
commentary is only considered to be a commentary on the financial markets. Financial forecasts in the narrow sense of
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the word are only offered in the premium market letter. Note that the Amanita system is optimized for smart instruments
(futures, FOREX, crypto-currencies – perhaps also CFDs). The Amanita system is based on a high degree of
diversification in 5 markets (currencies, agriculture, precious metals, energy & bonds – all stock index signals were
discontinued in 2017) & only makes sense as a whole, because all positions are well-orchestrated & therefore isolated
positions *never* makes sense. For these 2 reasons (professional instruments & diversification) a replication only works
for larger portfolios with at least EUR 300,000/ USD 350,000, as well as for institutions (among the premium subscribers
there are fund managers managing billions of euros or dollars). Because the Amanita premium market letter is very
different from every other market service on the planet, you should be prepared for 3-6 months to get acquainted with the
Amanita system (that’s why the shortest subscription period is 6 months).

Premium subscription order page: http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription
FAQ: http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng For further technical or administrative questions please contact my assistant
Peter Ressmann support@amanita.at.
Disclaimer: All information and forecasts provided here have been researched to the best of my knowledge but are by no
means a solicitation to buy or sell stocks or other securities. I do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness
of any information and I am not responsible for any errors or omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future
performance. All transactions in the financial markets are risky. Any liability for losses or damage is excluded.
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Free market commentary:
7fold Amanita composite model
The Amanita forecasting system is terribly complex & consists of dozens of models, which partly
consist of sub-models. In this article I’d like to discuss the most important long-term model: the
7fold composite model. Without doubt, the methodological breadth of the Amanita approach is
larger than of every other market letter in this region of the galaxy.

Calculation
More than 2 years ago in early 2016 the boss gave me a simple, yet strange formula for a model,
so I objected, “But boss, that can’t work!” But the ensuing tests have beaten my expectation by far.
A single intuition or message can be more productive than 1000 working hours, so I couldn’t be
more thankful.
Meanwhile this model has been expanded to a 7fold composite model, i.e. the sum of 7 submodels. The advantage of a composite model is that is statistically very robust. The key in this
formula is the combination of astrology & numerology, especially the number of the Beast 666 & its
abbreviation 15. Essentially, the 7x model is based on the Biblical key 1 day=1 year (key x365.24),
which is the basis for the astrological techniques called secondary & solar-arc progression/
regression. Both techniques were researched in 1998-99 in a working group on financial markets
here in Vienna (Austria) & summarized in 2000 in an article. So the 7x model generates one data
point per year, which means that trends usually last for 5-20 years. The accuracy is +/- 1 year.
In principle, the same formula works for the tertiary progressions/ regressions. Tertiary
progressions equate one day either with a lunar revolution (key x27.32) or one lunar revolution with
a year (key x13.37). So the tertiary models work 12 respectively 27 times faster than the secondary
models, meaning their accuracy is much better (+/- 1 month). On the other hand, tertiary is much
weaker & can’t be used without secondary. On the tertiary level I use a smaller 4x composite
model. One could also use the symbolic progression mentioned by Charles Jayne (1 day = 4
years, key 1460.96), but because of trend lengths of decades or generations it is not useful for
persons, only for nations & companies.
Tertiary progressions/ regressions go back to the German astrologer Edmund Herbert Troinski
(12/18/1910-1982) who was more or less born on the end times axis (2 nd week of the months June
& December). Troinski was an instigator for Charles Jayne (New York) who could well forecast the
key events of WW2. His counterpart on the German side was Karl Ernst Krafft & the German
philosophy professor Johannes Maria Verweyen, who both worked for Hitler. Krafft was imprisoned
because of connivance after his warning of the 11/8/1939 assassination attempt against the
Führer, but later he was engaged to work with Hitler. All the top leaders always have these
consultants. Stalin consulted a Georgian clairvoyant & a Polish astrologer, Reagan didn’t make a
major move without having consulted his astrologer Joan Quigley.
I have been researching astrology since my diploma thesis in 1996/97 & doctoral thesis 1998/99
(the very *first* in the field of business & financial astrology), however before 2016 I was not able to
come up with a universal model for all markets that could withstand my sneaky sadistic tests. It has
been a true pain in the ass to start from scratch in each market & create a new model. The big
exception is the stock markets where it seems that the composite model doesn’t work well or not at
all. This is hard to explain, it even appears that some parameters have to be defined 180°
differently. Further research would be needed, but because of the shorter & shorter payback
periods (crash of the financial system in 2022/23) this makes less & less sense, 2018/19 marks the
end of ‘classic’ Amanita financial markets research.
In principle, this is a known pattern in the Amanita system: approaches that work for all other
markets don’t work in the stock markets. That’s why in 2017 all stock index signals were
discontinued. Amanita & I simply have the worst possible connection with the stock market degree
26° Taurus, which will never change. Paper signals are still given for Timer Digest, but without
betting a cent on that.
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Apart from that, for years the stock indices have been *the* hardest to call & the least profitable of
all markets followed. In the past years most of the time *none* (!) or just one among the 100+
leading market timers was able to beat buy-and-hold significantly in the yearly Timer Digest SPX
rankings (a few times a second one). So the odds of an outperformance are a tiny 1-2%, while the
odds of failure are 98-99%. From my perspective it is utter nonsense to participate in such a bad
setup. Needless to say, the crowd is always pulled towards ‘opportunities’ where you can’t win
much but lose a lot, one should distance oneself 100% from crowd madness. Hereafter I’d like to
give examples to demonstrate the 4 main areas of application of these Amanita models: financial
markets, world events, countries & persons.

1. Composite model for financial markets
The advantage of these composite models is that no historical price data are needed, as needed in
all methods of technical analysis including cycles & Elliott waves. Another advantage is that
knowing the day of foundation is enough. Time & location are not needed, which are hardly ever
available, precise & reliable in mundane astrology anyway. I calculate the composite model for
noon UT, the potential error of +/-8 hours changes little in the models.
All this helps especially in the (very) young cryptos. In late 2017 I discussed the tertiary model for
Bitcon in the premium area, which suggested a major BTC top around the turn of 2017/18 (which
fully came to pass), followed by a decline for a few months. Cryptos are astrologically an
interesting special story because of their questionable location. The first Bitcoin transaction was
apparently (?) on 1/3/09 at 19:15:05 UT (Link) – but where? Unless buyer & seller are in the same
location you always have 2 locations for a transaction. By definition, cryptos are not stored in one
single location but in blockchains, i.e. nowhere & everywhere:
1. I suggest that Munich (Germany) near the Untersberg Mountain could be used for the first
transaction, because Bitcoin was developed near Munich (Link).
2. However, the lying press tells us the roots are in Tokyo (Japan), with an alleged Nakamoto
Satoshi. Note that this fake birth date 4/5/1975 (without time) was chosen, because he would
have been 33.33 years when bitcoin.org was registered on 8/18/08 (8+1+8+8=33) at 13:20 UT
(13+20=33). In addition, he would have been conceived around my birth date 7/12/1974 when
the Sirian experiment ended after 2 years. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to check if a
fake date & fake location might still be relevant for predictive purposes.
3. This quadruple Freemasonic code (33rd degree) refers to London. So one could use London to
erect the horoscope according to these arguments.
4. Bitcoin.org was registered on 8/18/08 (with the 888 Christ code) pointing to Panama, which
could also be relevant.
5. The first tangible hint is that the domain was registered through ICANN in Los Angeles, which
means that the town of the fallen angels could also be relevant.
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2. Composite model for humanity
Below please find the formula of the 7x model applied to the current (mundane) constellations.
Here the composite model makes a similar statement (good & bad times) as existing models, e.g.
Bradley siderograph, Barbault model & Ganeau’s CIE index. This model is based on 7 slow bodies
(Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Chiron, Eris & Haumea):
 The asteroid Chiron is connected with health & disease: Chiron gets more & more dominant in
the years around 2028 (one revolution after this discovery on 10/18/1977) because of the dying
wave in the eunuch bloc since 2014.
 The dwarf planet Eris is the goddess of war with a revolution of 560 years: Eris is getting
stronger since the red horseman of the Apocalypse 2017/18 = increasing martial activity. She is
the sister of Mars & transits through the Mars-sign Aries from WW1 through early 2048, which
correlates with the 3 world wars. The ingress into Taurus in 2048 marks the end of the world
wars.
 The dwarf planet Haumea is the Hawaii goddess of fertility with a revolution of 285 years.
Haumea becomes dominant now in the 7 years of the biggest fertility crash in history since the
Virgo constellation 9/23/17 (especially in the eunuch bloc EUSApan+Canada+Australia+Israel).
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This model reflects good & bad times for humanity:
 good times: economic growth, political stability/ peace, equity bull markets, commodity bear
markets, low unemployment & inflation, good world health, calm earth
 bad times: economic, financial & political crises/ wars, equity bear markets, commodity bull
markets, high unemployment & inflation, epidemics, earth changes
Almost all models in the Amanita system have their bottom of the 21st century around 2022/23 or
2033-37: this counts as one of the strongest convergences that I have ever seen. The most recent
low in the global composite model was the blitz depression 2008/9 that nearly culminated in a
meltdown of the financial system. The most recent high (2014) correlated with the mid-2014
inflation-adjusted equity bull market top (not significantly taken out so far), the incredible political
tensions since 2014 (since the Russian invasion of the Crimean) & the beginning of the dying wave
in the eunuch bloc in 2014. Now in 2018 we are still in the mid-range into 2019/20, followed by the
biggest possible slump into 2024.

3. Composite model for countries
I have calculated the composite model for the 28 key countries, and it is most surprising that in
2015-18 most top out & then decline for 10-25 years. The 3 positive exceptions are Australia,
Austria & Singapore, to a lesser degree also Germany (from 2020 on). Note that the Russia model
(6/12/1990) nosedived in the 1990s under Yeltsin, the 24/7 drunk illuminati whore. The Russian
crisis culminated in the sovereign default in August 1998. From the early 2000s the model began to
show a rise again, so the Russian bear recovered slowly, also because of the dramatic oil bull
market. Then in 2014 there was a minor low during the Crimean crisis. From here the Russia
model is stable for another 5-7 years.
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4. Composite model for persons
The composite model for the fallen angel Angela Merkel has the all-time high of her life during
2012-14. Note the drop in her model since 2014 refers to massive criticism & upheaval since the
evil Rothschild witch ordered the 2015 ISI invasion. Her life-low was 1990 right after the fall of the
Eastern bloc which certainly was *the* disappointment in the life of the Stasi agent ‘IM Erika’. Her
model turned up in 1990, so she was appointed as minister in 1991. Around 2000 there was a
slump in the model, which then turned up in 2003, so she was elected chancellor in late 2005. Her
model is still fairly high in 2018, which explains how she has somehow managed to remain in
office. At first the Bilderberg group had decided to degrade her, but because of the ongoing war of
the 5 illuminati factions since 2014 these plans had to be revised & she could stay in office.
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The composite model for (the Last) Trump is still up into the early 2020s. At present he is in the
middle of a huge up move since 2013. Even during the 2020 elections his model is still rising, a
strong indication of a second term. Moreover, according to the 1937 vision of Joe Brandt, The
Donald is supposed to be still president when the West Coast goes into the sea – which suggests
a second term as well, because this event is due in the 2020s. The earliest possible timeline for the
San Andreas Fault is the solar eclipse 12/4/2021 near St. Andrew's Day on November 30.
By the way, to my knowledge Brandt & Irlmaier are the only ones who correctly saw the cell/ smart
phone as an everyday object, approximately 50-81 years ago. At this time nobody expected that,
as in the 1960s scientists were convinced that around 2000 our cars would drive with nuclear
power. One *single* incredible call (random odds certainly less than 1:1 million) is enough to
qualify both Brandt & Irlmaier as true (junior) prophets.
But as always, the Holy Bible is most important: in February 2018 Israel issued a silver coin worth
a half shekel. Reason: the Holy Bible says that the entrance fee for the 3 rd Temple is a silver coin
worth a half shekel. On this coin you see the Last Trump depicted, who fulfills the 2500+ year old
prophecy of the third & last Temple in JerUSAlem. Daniel 9:27 states that the major political leader
will confirm the 7-year covenant with Israel. Meanwhile this covenant is visible to everybody & a
sign that he will remain for (at least) 7 years in office (possibly the office of the US president
doesn’t exist longer). The end times community has been eagerly waiting for the 3 rd Temple for
nearly 2,000 years, with the 7/26/15 announcement by the Temple Institute waking me personally
up. Since summer 2015 there is not the slightest doubt that we have come down the stretch.
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A victory of the hero of all stormy porn stars was favored in 2016, one of the few events where it is
easy to make a big buck with *direct* bets (e.g. through CFDs). Until election day you could make
monster profits of 500-600% with bets on his victory. It goes without saying that it is way too early
for a final call on the 2020 elections, first one has to see what the ‘leading astrologers’ say,
because they are highly reliable contrary indicators. A statement made more than a week before
the 11/8/16 election on the unanimous & therefore false astro consensus (Link):
2 weeks ago [mid-October 2016], 12 notable international and national astrologers at the ISAR
2016 convention unanimously forecasted that Hillary Clinton would be the likely victor in the 2016
USA presidential election. I also arrived at the same conclusion back in early August.
When I read that in October 2016, I was so convinced that I cold-bloodedly added to my bets on
the Trumpinator (mainly through CFDs @ IG Markets). Today’s astrological community is a vale of
tears, they are the last ones to consult regarding the future – with a handful of exceptions. You
often have to turn to the old astrologers to find incredible calls. One of the last ones was for
instance the German Horst-Jürgen Thiel (born 3/14/1928), who could precisely call conflagrations.
The big astro crash began on 8/31/1930, when in the Freemasonic capital (London) the first
newspaper horoscope was published by Richard Harold Naylor. It accelerated during the 1968
revolution: the pyramids already predicted thousands of years ago a major spiritual crash for
humanity around 1969. This crash has devastated all areas of our life, including astrology.
Important pioneers of the deafening astro-cacophony were: the German Wolfgang Döbereiner
(2/28/1928-2014) & the US-French Dane Rudhyar (3/23/1895-1985). The most terrible astroterrorism was the founding of psychological (humanistic) astrology, which can be labelled junk
astrology = soy astrology. Humanism is worshipping of man, which is idolatry & satanism.
Epidemiological studies have found a strong link between tofu consumption & brain shrinkage
(Link). Meanwhile these in vivo empirical findings can be explained through causal mechanisms in
vitro. The soy & astro crowd have a broad overlap, which explains the lack of brainpower (in
addition to electrosmog)…
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The composite model makes a statement for a person both for the inner experience & the outer life
circumstances, especially for the 3 key areas in life: 1. love/ partnership/ family 2. finances/ career
3. health. These are the normal human priorities, although for sick persons health becomes #1 &
for those with financial problems the financial.
 lows: losses/ busts/ defaults, failures, breakdowns, diseases/ pain, events of death/ grief,

injustice, disappointments, high work burden, little energy, accidents, a lot of stress, victim (of
mobbing, fraud, crimes, caprice of authorities, earth changes), separation/ divorce, legal
conflicts, disharmony, crises+conflicts, turmoil/ forces changes, delays, social isolation/
loneliness, inner work necessary… Everything that no one really likes for, bad karma is
harvested here.
 up: Life heads in the desired direction. New opportunities, successful company foundations/

careers/ investments (especially real estate) & major partnerships are typically found in the
lower half (or even quarter) of an uptrend, marriages & planned children in the upper half of the
same trend.
 highs: success, profits, career moves, peace, good family life, a lot of energy, social integration/

community, ease, nearness to God, good health, happiness, harmony, stability, positive
surprises (good karma is harvested)
 down: in the best case stagnation & mixed quality, letting go.

The emotional state is similar to the financial markets.

What the composite model can’t deliver
This model only takes astrology & numerology into consideration, however, for individual persons
the biological life cycle may be crucial. The research of Dr. med. Eugen Jonas has revealed that
some 80% of conceptions are determined by astrology (= synodic cycle sun-moon) & only 20% by
biology (=menstruation cycle). I proceed on the assumption that this ratio mirrors the relative
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strength of astrology to biology, i.e. astrology accounts for the lion share. Nevertheless, biology is
strongest at the very beginning of a human life, to a lesser degree also towards the end of a life.
Biology becomes quite dominant at an age beyond 66.6 (crash in the life cycle) & strongest at the
age of more than 77.7 years (negative phase in the life cycle). Babies are mostly the same: sleep a
lot, fill the diapers & cry more or less. In contrast, there is no typical everyday life of a middle-aged
person 20-60, as a huge lifestyle variance exists. Only with an LoC (level of consciousness) of at
least the highs 500s (statistical frequency: less than one person among 100,000) biology gets less
important. At LoC>570 more & more paranormal siddhis can be observed, like breatharianism,
bilocation… The general life cycle high is 37 years (37 = divine light), but all ‘7’ years in the age
represent some form of high in the life cycle:
 age 7 soul high: The soul has arrived in the body -> start of school means the magical years
end.
 age 17 biological high: Already from the age of 17 on the male erection angle declines from the
maximum 45° (see picture below), as a gross gauge of biological age.
 age 27 body high: Although fitness already declines, technical ability & experience more than
balance that out, so that sportspersons have their peak performance around this age.
 age 37 life high: general
 age 47 financial high: 47.3 years is also the high in Martin Armstrong’s PEI, with a length of 51.6
(6x8.6) years.
 age 57 (666 months) secondary high: preparing for the end of professional career
 age 67 (66.6) years high before crash: beginning of life cycle crash & excarnation
 age 77 (77.7) high before the negative phase: after this timeline extreme aging effects kick in
like dementia

For stocks the rule of thumb applies that about half of the performance may be attributed to the
overall market, one quarter to the sector & only the last quarter is the company itself. In principle,
this constraint applies to all entities, there are always overriding levels. In the case of persons the
80/20 rule applies: 80% of the (subjective+objective) experience is ‘home-made’, only 20% caused
externally.
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However, in bad times the individual influence gets much weaker. E.g. take the example of big
wars, when every young man (=gender karma) of his country (=national karma) has to join the
military, with a few exceptions. This is tough for *everybody*, individual constellations only make a
modest difference in how tough it is (getting wounded or even killed). So in the 2020s & 2030s this
ratio will be turned upside down: 80% from outside, only 20% from within. Of the 15 karmas the 14
superior karma aggregates will eventually become dominant:
1. universal karma: When this universe perishes sometime this means the death of all beings.
2. planetary karma: In the 3 dark days global karma will be responsible for nearly 100%, all other
factors not much more than 0%.
3. continental karma: I expect that the Americas will suffer a much more difficult fate in the end
times than Eurasia.
4. religious karma: So far in the 21st century Christians have been persecuted more than in the
past 2000 years ‘combined’…
5. country karma: The politics & population structure will have a major impact.
6. gender karma: Men will suffer a much more severe fate than women in the end times.
7. language karma: The mayor of Venice recommended shooting everybody who shouts Alluha
Akbar on St. Mark’s Square.
8. town karma
9. local karma
10. race karma
11. family karma
12. genetic karma (skin color karma)
13. soul group karma
14. level of consciousness karma
15. individual karma

Outlook
I plan to offer this model sometime in the future as a rather cheap service (for persons, companies,
securities…), but first additional research is necessary, especially whether or not it is strong
enough to stand-alone. Moreover, in the past year I received 6 additional formulas, now totaling 7
composite models, which might be combined into 2 large meta-models (one long-term, one
medium-term). If I ever offer it, then only through a fully automatized calculation within seconds
without any further consultation, so that my very tight time resources are not burdened. Until then
these models are of course part of the premium market letter.
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Prophecies #6: Virgo constellation 9/23/17
It's the End of the World as We Know It - And I Feel Fine (REM 1987)
The 6th part of the article series on prophecies is dedicated to the 9/23/17 Virgo (virgin)
constellation already mentioned in the Holy Bible, including the consequences for the financial
markets. To my knowledge Amanita Market Forecasting is the only market letter on this planet
where the Holy Bible plays a key role in making forecasts… I am even convinced that making
global financial forecasts in the end times without financial theology is hardly possible. If you only
read this article *once* you might not understand too much, possibly you have to read over it 5 or
10 times. Still, my explanations will remain partly incomprehensible until September 2023, when all
7 seals are removed. Matthew 24/ 37-41:
But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. For as in the days
that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the
day that Noe entered into the ark, and knew not until the flood came, and took them all away; so
shall also the coming of the Son of man be. Then shall two be in the field; the one shall be taken,
and the other left. Two women shall be grinding at the mill; the one shall be taken, and the other
left.
Until 2017 one special paragraph from the 12th chapter of the Revelation was discussed a lot, most
of course in the end times community. As usually so much of the circulating hypotheses are wrong,
the truth content was not higher than 30-50%. The sheeple get angry & frustrated when they are
confronted with a truth content of 60-70% or even higher (“we tolerate everything, but not the
truth”). Also, the timing of the search volume of the crowd (crash since September 2017 Link)
couldn’t have been more wrong: in reality this constellation slowly gets relevant in the coming
years. Still, at least 3 major insights are true:
1. The Scripture only talks only of *one* (this) great celestial sign – so it must be something very
extra-ordinary.
2. This heavenly omen was indeed fulfilled on 9/23/17, the only time in centuries.
3. The constellation has far-reaching consequences for the fate of humanity, but of course very
different than the internet hoax suggests, above all so much more long-term. The main
difference between the elites & the crowd is that the elites think in decades, generations & eons,
while the crowd is not able to think more than very short-term. This celestial omen has been
discussed in the premium area since 2016, with a delay of 2 years I also cover it in the free
area. Note this is by no means a too-late (post hoc), because the main effects of this
constellation are to be seen in the 2020s & 2030s.
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Timing works! 2015-17 as a prophetic timeline for 800+ years
And there appeared a great wonder in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under
her feet, and upon her head a crown of 12 stars. And she, being with child, cried, travailing in birth
and in pain to be delivered. And there appeared another wonder in heaven: behold, a great red
dragon, having 7 heads and 10 horns, and 7 crowns upon his heads. And his tail drew a third part
of the stars of heaven, and cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the woman who
was ready to be delivered to devour her child as soon as it was born. And she brought forth a manchild, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron; and her child was caught up unto God and to
His throne. And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared by God, that
they should feed her there 1260 days. And there was war in Heaven: Michael and his angels
fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither was
their place found any more in Heaven. And the great dragon was cast out — that serpent of old
called the Devil and Satan, who deceived the whole world. He was cast out onto the earth, and his
angels were cast out with him. (Revelation 12/ 1-9)
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Usually, the belief in prophecies is being limited by the Western paradigm, a term coined by
Thomas Kuhn (think of the Doubting Thomas from the Holy Bible). ‘Paradigm’ is just another word
for denial of reality: *one* possible reality is defined in a certain way & defended with all kinds of
rational & irrational arguments. The subjectively perceived reality is constructed or assembled
through so-called reality streams over the assemblage point AP (a term coined by Carlos
Castaneda). The assemblage point is part of the luminous egg & one arm length behind the right
chest.
The luminous egg defines the personal space (a coin termed by the anthropologist Edward Hall)
with a distance of about 60-70 cm around the body, which is culturally widened or narrowed (+/- 30
cm). Note that the position of the assemblage point reflects the fact that a normal person is
controlled by the past (=from behind). It needs a level of consciousness (LoC) of at least the high
500s on the scale of David Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D., for a part of the assemblage point to move into
the heart: statistical frequency less than 1 person among 100,000. In the high 500s you live nearly
fully from your heart & you have broken with the past (chain of incarnations ends). At a very rare
LoC 985-1000 (=born avatars like Jesus Christ) have this part of the assemblage point *over* the
head, so these avatars only live the divine will (=above) & no longer the human will.
Plain vanilla psychological & new age methods like positive thinking are not able to move the
assemblage point, such an intervention needs to go much deeper. By the way, the only way of
thinking that makes sense in the financial markets is to always think like a criminal (or you are
clueless what is going on)! In Vortex Healing® (Merlin lineage) we have been working since mid2013 with reality streams & assemblage points, and since 2015 also with the one of our solar
system (UAP Universal Assemblage Point). An average person has a 100% fixed assemblage
point, which creates a gleichschaltung when it comes to reality construction – which you could also
call matrix, reality denial & collective psychosis. But what matters is the *first* move, it doesn’t
matter how tiny it is, a millimeter is enough. From this time on the door towards freedom & leaving
the matrix is opened. The first AP-shift in the Merlin lineage happened in late 2014, but this
movement needed months & quarters to integrate in the participants. I was part of the second
assemblage point movement in 2016, which was & still is a wild ride…
Back to the timing of prophecies:
1. It is true that reliable & accurate timing is only possible with the 2 primary sources (Holy Bible &
Nostradamus). These prophets access the absolute through an extraordinary high LoC>700
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(enlightenment): this is the only door for perfect prophecy quality, in Vedic terminology also
called Vakku siddhi.
2. All other prophetic writings are in the best case secondary sources (LoC at least 540-550), that
are not able to offer precise timing but only prophetic symptoms (omens). Secondary sources
don’t access the absolute, but only the relative, i.e. different timelines as possible future
scenarios without any reliability. However, there are 7 top secondary sources which are almost
primary sources:
(i) pyramid prophecies: E.g. in the book The Days before Tomorrow published by David Lewis in
1978 the date 9/17/01 was stated as *the* key date in the Armageddon war, based on the
pyramid prophecies. So a mind-blowing 23 years in advance the most important event of the
post-WW2 area was nailed with an accuracy of 6 (!) days: 9/11/01 as a war declaration of the
Mussies against Christians, which is the frontline of WW3.
(ii) military letters by Andreas Rill
(iii) Baba Wanga
(iv) Edgar Cayce
(v) Malachias’ list of Popes
(vi) pastor Sundar Selvaraj
(vii) several Bible exegetes
3. In contrast, tertiary sources are so weak or questionable that they are of no use whatsoever.
It is almost unknown that demonstrably for at least 800 years 2015-17 has been predicted as *the*
(!) beginning of the end times events, as the Australian pastor Steve Cioccolanti explains (Link).
Only the events predicted for 2015-17 were not totally right – but still awesome so many centuries
in advance. The early evangelists were still well aligned with divine truth, in stark contrast to
today’s Luciferian wellness gospel:
1. Adam Clarke (1760 or 1762-1832) & Robert Clayton (1695-1758) wrote 2-3 centuries ago that
in 2015/16 the fall of Catholicism begins. The necrophile invasion in Europe since 2015 is of
course the prelude for the destruction of Rome, fulfilling the prophecies that the inbred will take
Rome & destroy it.
2. Philip Doddridge (6/26/1702-1751) predicted a stunning 260+ years in advance the very year in
which the Antichrist will be crowned as the Queen of the planet. This happened on 6/1/16 at the
Swiss Gotthard tunnel opening ceremony (Link). This event was chosen for at least 4 reasons:
(a) word play ‘Gotthard’: so that God should have a hard time
(b) hell=Hölle/ hollow=Höhle (Tunnel): It is no coincidence that these two German words (for
hell/ hollow) are almost identical, a hole is a door into the lower world. The main language of the
illuminati is German, that’s why they were established on 5/1/1776 in Ingolstadt (Germany),
close to the Untersberg Mountain.
(c) proximity to the Untersberg Mountain
(d) closeness to the CERN: only (major) institution with the 666 in the logo
The reign of the Antichrist Queen will begin 42 months later in 2019, again for 42 months. Just
as Jesus Christ taught his disciples for 42 months, so does the Antichrist rule for 42 months.
Besides, on 6/1/16 the 2 witnesses from Revelation 11 were introduced, who will prophesize for
42 months (Link). However, the actual ritual with the 2 witnesses as an incarnation of St. John &
Ezekiel before the Sanhedrin (highest Jewish council) already took place on 3/10/16, for the first
time since the Egyptian exodus more than 3,500 years ago during the last Nibiru passage
(Link). Pastor Sundar Selvaraj has more information on that (Link). Needless to say, before
2023 hardly anybody on this planet other than the Amanita readers (except the illuminati
themselves) is able to grasp the paramount importance of these events.
3. William Reed wrote in the 19th century that in 2016 the Vatican merges with the NWO. Needless
to say, this call came true in the years around 2016.
4. Joseph Frederick Berg (1812-71) wrote as soon as 1840, that in 2016 the Jesuits will fully take
over the Vatican: the BerGOGlio Pope is indeed the first Jesuit Pope (in the years around
2016). By the way, the black Anti-Pope said on 5/13/17 in Fatima that *he* is the white-robed
Bishop/ Pope of the Fatima prophecy who escapes & will be killed, to the consternation of the
few who understood what that means (Link). In the mass in Fatima the black Anti-Pope used 6
black candles - against all rules, an homage to the 666 Antichrist. He also made the sign of the
cross upside down, to communicate which ‘lady’ is his boss.
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5. John Brown already stated in the middle of the 19 th century that Turkey will invade Israel in
2016. As a matter of fact, for the first time in newer history Turkey joined the Middle East wars
on 8/24/16 through Operation Euphrates Shield (‘accidentally’ on the first anniversary of the
Lucy/fera conception 8/24/15). Needless to say, the undisclosed target of this maneuver is to reestablish the Ottoman Empire, including Palestine.
6. Rabbi Meir Halevi Horowitz (not listed below) correctly said in the 17 th century that the 2016/17
jubilee marks the beginning of the Messianic end times (Link).
7. But Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel (1140-1217 in Germany, not listed below) took the bun as he
predicted already around the year 1200 (!!!) that the 5777 jubilee (2016/17) would mark the
beginning of the Messianic end times (Link). Ben Samuel’s other jubilee prophecies were 100%
correct, e.g. that the Jews would regain JerUSAlem in 1966/67.
8. The biggest dying wave in the past 2 millennia was the Black Death 1347-53, which killed about
half of the European population. 666 years later points again to 2016 (+/- 3 years). The
underlying death dynamics connects these 2 timelines, indeed since 2014 death numbers have
been skyrocketing in the eunuch/ socialistic bloc (=EUSApan+Canada+Australia+Israel) as
hardly ever before (by hundreds of percentage points).
9. blood moon quintet 2014-16: 4 total lunar eclipses in a row during the Jewish holidays is a blood
moon tetrad (see pastor Mark Biltz). Statistically this is a very rare event, only once in 2-3
centuries on average, e.g. in the year 32/33 at the crucifixion as well as at other Hebrew
(represented by the moon) key timelines, the last time in 1967/68 when the Temple Mount was
conquered. We had the last blood moon tetrad in 2014/15 & the next one is amazingly soon,
namely in 2032/33, precisely 2000 years after the crucifixion. However, if the earth’s orbit
changes somewhat before this event (which is more than likely!), then this tetrad will hardly
manifest. In addition, in 2014-16 for the first time in the 5125 years of the Kali Yuga we even
had a 5fold series (Link), i.e. a blood moon quintet (3/23/16 Purim was not a total lunar eclipse
though). Also note that the 7/27/18 lunar eclipse is the longest in the 21 st century with 103
minutes.

Interestingly, a great many different calculations were used, all of them agreed on 2016 (+/-1 year)
as the end times start, 7 examples:
1. The simplest explanation is that according to the Holy Bible the return of Jesus Christ is most
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

associated with the numbers 42 & 1260. 2016 is the only numerological anagram of 1260 in
millennia.
The 42 matters, too: 42 years before 2016 the Sirian experiment (1972-74) was conducted:
*the* most important event for the solar system in millions (!) of years.
The Vatican was founded in 756: 1260 years later is 2016.
Another simple derivation is: start with the year 6+6+6=18 and add 666+666+666 -> 2016.
Moreover, 2(0)16=6x6x6 (the zero can be dropped in numerology, as it’s the joker).
Both the illuminati & their mainstay USA were founded in the 1777 th year (1776) according to
the Christian calendar. The Jewish calendar deviates by 240 years in the last 3 digits, so
2015/16 was the Jewish 777 th year. Reason for the 777: the 7 is mentioned by far more often
than any other number in the Holy Bible (287 times), 777 is maximum perfection.
Rabbi Horowitz referred to the Book of Daniel with his calculation of 3.5x700=2450 years from
the beginning of the Babylonian exile in 434 B.C., which again pointed to 2016.

Moreover, there was huge number of rough or implicit hints pointing approximately to the 2020s
(+/- years), 9 examples:
1. Galactic precession cycle of almost 26,000 years: For eons this cycle has pointed to the early
21st century. During this cycle earth’s axis will straighten, so the artificial 23.5° tilt established by
the reptilians from the Wesedrak universe will be corrected (Link).
2. The Mongolian prophecy from the year 1890 was published by Ferdinand Ossendowski in 1921,
calling for the 6+6+6 years of global cannibalism for the 6+6+6 years 2020/21-38.
3. pyramid prophecies: In the 1970s Peter Lemesurier concluded from the more than 12,000 year
old pyramids that the sign of the Messiah will be seen around 10/31/2034. David Wilcock boldly
claims that the pyramids were built as a monument for Jesus Christ.
4. Nibiru (revolution 3600 years): Since the first discoveries (1983) it is pretty clear that the
destroyer will reach its perihelion (earth passage) sometime 2025-52, as calculated by the US
mathematician R. F. (Link).
5. Nostradamus only mentioned 2 explicit timelines in the 2 millennia to 3797: 1999 (beginning of
transition) & the mid of the 21st century (end of transition).
6. Malachias prophecies (1596): With an average papacy of 7.5 years Pope #266 (#112 in the
Malachias list) could be easily projected into the early 21st century (in the 20th century). Of
course, it is not a coincidence that this code has the 66 code (as an abbreviation of the 666).
7. Jakob Lorber (1800-64) gave ‚almost full 2000 years‘ as the doomsday timeline. Crucifixion was
either in the year 32 or 33 (according to Isaac Newton on 4/1/0033). Depending on the allowed
tolerance, the timeline ‚almost 2000 years‘ could have started around 2017.
8. leaders of USrael: In the more than 2000 years old Ethiopian Book of Enoch (Link) 58 terms of
office of Israeli leaders was prophesized (23 after the end of the diaspora). Both Israel & the US
currently have their 58th leader with Netanyahu & Trump… This statistically highly unlikely
conjuncture at 58 is a sophisticated double code, because in the case of USrael the tail wags
with the dog, they have to be treated almost as one. Since the introduction of 4-year US
elections in 1788 we knew that the 58th election would take place in 2016. The 58 is the number
of grace, Holy Spirit & Noah Link): all 3 vibrations are very strong in the end times. A lot of grace
pours in as gift from the Holy spirit (since 2012 through the Merlin lineage), before Noah’s
deluge kind of repeats.
The number of the 3rd Temple is the 46 according to the German nuclear physicist Dr. Gerhard
Zint (Link). So since the 20th century the 46th US president could be expected for the early 21 st
century. Trump is the 45th president, so the 46th would be next. However, the usual tolerance in
numerology is +/1 (sometimes even +/-2). Ideally this process stretches into the 2020s to fulfill
all codes.
9. The stunner is that the year 2023 has been encoded in the Holy Bible for more than 2500 years,
through the key 1 day = 1 year. Daniel 12:11-13 (the Book of Daniel was written in the 6 th
century B.C.):
And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away [-> 602 B.C.), and the abomination
that maketh desolate set up [=Dome of Rock built], there shall be a 1290 days [years]. Blessed
is he that waited, and cometh to the 1335 days [years -> 2023]. But go thou thy way till the end
be: for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the end of the days.
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In the early 2010s I used a very complicated numerology based on the numbers
10/100/1000/10000, 11/ 111, 23, 33/322/33, 47, 5/50/500/5000, 666, 777, 88/888 & 911. However,
around 6/1/16 (Antichrist crowned at the opening ceremony of the Swiss Gotthard tunnel) the
empirically observable numerology in the financial markets changed dramatically almost overnight.
In the 6/1/16 satanic ritual (sum of digits 1+6+16=23=illuminati) you see how beings try to climb up
but always fall back (Link). I have examined the hell realms repeatedly, so I can tell you this is
exactly what is going on there (Sisyphus loop): all try to escape but are pulled back each time. So
since 6/1/16 the number 666 literally works ‘as hell’, to a lesser degree also the 2 derivatives
(666/2=333 & 15=abbreviation9. One could even say that since 2016 the 666 explains a whopping
80%, with all other numbers combined only some 20%. This is an extreme sharpening of the 80/20
rule of the Italian economist Pareto. That’s why until 2022 it is usually enough to only analyze the
666 (primarily points, secondarily percentage points). Only a detailed fine-tuning would require the
other numbers of be analyzed. However, in 2023 after the end of the reign of the 'Queen of the
world' & the Kali Yuga the numerological patterns will again change from scratch (although I can’t
say *how*).

Bottom line: The assertion of many self-proclaimed prophecy experts that timing is impossible is
100% false. Let me add a little bit more precision to my analysis:
1. I would rather pick September 22 & not the more popular September 23 (Link) as *the* date of
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the constellation for most time zones, as around midnight September 22/23 the sun left Virgo.
Still, this double code in the major heavenly sign “22 about to jump to the 23” fits perfectly our
current world situation: the 22 is the number of yin/ duality/ suffering & the number of Judaism,
in addition to the 6 (=Star of David hexagon). In contrast, the 23 is the number of spiritual
enlightenment & therefore the number of those who consider themselves ‘enlightened’
(=illuminati). The Old Testament as the book of suffering was written in the 22 letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. Also, Israel was founded under the 22: sum of digits of 5/14/48 =
1+4+5+4+8=22. In contrast, the New Testament is the book of salvation = being freed from
suffering, so it was written in the 24 Greek letters: the 24 stands for heaven & glory.
2. It is true that the Virgo constellation has pointed to 2017 for centuries, but due to the lack of
computational power the discussion began at the turn of the millennium.
3. In addition, this constellation is not as unique as often claimed, there was one in the past 500
years: in 1827 (Link). It is unique though, as it is the first one where the Biblical precursors are
fulfilled, first of all a Jewish state. In the widest sense, the end times began in the 1880s, when
the first Jews began to return to Palestine after almost 2000 years in the diaspora.
The 666 Antichrist has to live from external life/ sexual energy because she is cut off from the
nourishing divine source: crash from 50,000 to 190 on the LoC scale (Link). This was well depicted
in the Matrix: we are only a battery for them (Link). Her most delicious meal (yum yum!) is the
sexual energy of virgins because this one is purest: upon conception you get a chunk of fresh
divine energy, from the first intercourse on the energies begin to mix. *The* Virgo country is
certainly Switzerland: cultural focus on precision also time-wise (watch country), extreme
cleanliness, diligence. Her airport (bridge hell-earth) is now in Switzerland but until 2011 it was in
the St. Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna, Austria. She has 3 centers:
1. religious: JerUSAlem
2. financial: London (capital of Freemasonry)
3. political: Berlin, which also hosts the Pergamon Altar, which is according to Revelation 2, 12-13

her throne, also listen to pastor Sundar Selvaraj (Link). Shortly before the year 1260 the
Templar Knight Hubertus was visited by the female form of Jesus Christ as Ishtar & she told him
to found Berlin, as a preparation for the return of Jesus Christ.

Time axis since 9/23/17: the coming decades
Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets.
(Amos 3-7)
In a nutshell, dozens of clues confirm the 2016 beginning of the end times (in the narrow sense) –
so when is culmination & end? For thousands of years scholars have had no serious doubt that the
Tribulation will last for a *minimum* of 7 years – although there is no consensus on this question.
Some as pastor Cioccolanti assume 10.5 years (3x42 months = 1260 days Link) & I have been
convinced for years that it will last for 7+7+7=21 years until 2037. This theory is corroborated by
dozens of other factors: frankly, everything else doesn’t make sense!
The error made by 95-99% of the prophecy fans is to assume a way too short time period, because
they rely on the partly false teachings of secondary prophets (level of consciousness LoC hardly
higher than the mid-500s). Secondary prophets never get a comprehensive view of the future, only
a glimpse. Almost always secondary prophets perceive developments in an extreme fast forward,
which leads them to false conclusions regarding durations. An accurate description on the timeline
is only delivered by primary prophets with Vakku siddhi like Nostradamus (LoC~700).
Nostradamus stated in verse 7-15 that Milan will withstand the siege by the circumcised for 7
years, so the crescent will conduct war against the cross for *at least* 7-10 years.
To ensure maximum terminological precision one should understand that the term ‘end times’ has
a great many ‘depths’. In the widest (most superficial) sense the end times began in the 1880s,
when the first Jews started returning to Palestine after almost 2000 years in the diaspora. The next
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4 major timelines were the Balfour declaration 1917, Israel founded 1948, the conquest of the
Temple Mount 1967 & since 7/26/2015 when the Temple Institute officially announced that the 3rd
Temple will be built. During the 3 stages of the Tribulation (each 7 years) the escalation level goes
through the roof:
1. 7 Seals 2016-23 pre-Tribulation (Testing):
This is still rather benign compared to the other two phases. The Revelation was written as a
book with 7 seals, which are opened in the 7 pre-Tribulation years. Needless to say, I contribute
to this opening a little bit through this article series. Daniel 12/4: "But as for you, Daniel, conceal
these words and seal up the book until the end of time." That’s why the crowd won’t get it before
2023, when the last seal is removed. Removing the 7 seals opens some doors, reveals a lot of
information & highlights those topics that will heat up in the following 2 decades. The
demarcation is the Jewish New Year Rosh Hashanah.
Long in advance it was predicted that the 40 quarters of testing would begin on 8/23/13: on this
very day the Russian bear challenged the empire of the killer ducks (over Syria) - bringing *the*
political key issue in these 10 years to the forefront. In the Amanita orchestra the date 8/23/13
plays a key role, e.g. as a mirror point in the end times model, which projects the past into the
future through a Biblical key. The end times model works well (as one among dozens of
Amanita models), which reinforces the significance of 8/23/13. Actually there are 2 distinct
phases with the 7 Seals, the first 4 Seals are dominated by the man-made activity, afterwards
by earth changes:
(a) Seals 1-4 man-made 2016-20 (#1 white, #2 red, #3 black, #4 green)
The opening of the first 4 seals 10/3/16-9/19/20 coincides with the 4 horsemen of the
Apocalypse. These 4 years are coined by man-made disasters. The 4 colors of the horsemen
have been telling us for 2000 years where the danger is located: these 4 colors are those of
Islam, especially the green of the 4th horseman (Link). How nice of the Rothschild‘s to tell us
that the truth: the annual Economist covers for *both* 2016 & 2017 show a white horse: actually
a very strange image for an economic magazine of the 21st century… The small dying wave
under the 4th Seal (9/30/19-9/19/20) is mostly man-made, through electrosmog, war & the
greens (as a party & religion).

(b) Seals 5-7 earth changes (to a lesser degree man-made)
Especially from the 6th Seal on (9/7/2021-9/26/2022) earth changes dominate, with the huge
solar eruption mentioned by Amma & a meteor shower on the Americas, as pastor Cioccolanti
explains (Link). The prophecy scene has an irrational focus on man-made events: a terrible
error, because the impact of earth changes becomes stronger & stronger each year, where in
the 2030s earth changes should account for 80-95% of world events.
2. 7 Last Trumps 2023-30 Tribulation:
According to Biblical prophecy, the transition from the Seals to the Trumps in 2023 marks the
end of the Dark Age & the beginning of ‘true’ Tribulation, and also the fall of the financial system
in 2022/23. Then everything begins to get crispy: the first Trump (9/16/2023-10/3/2024) causes
a giant fire hail that burns parts of the planet.
3. 7 Vials of God’s Wrath 2030-37 Great Tribulation including The Last Judgment
Maximum of Nibiru cataclysms, the Vials of Wrath represent the negative karma.
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Let’s discuss the time axis with 4 phases, based upon an analysis of the verses of Revelation 12:
(1) first celestial sign in the Virgo constellation (Revelation 12/ 1-2): 9/23/17
A great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet
and a crown of twelve stars on her head. She was pregnant and cried out in pain as she was
about to give birth.
The first 2 verses describe the Virgo constellation & a woman in labor pain, which has
happened billions of times in the past millennia, so it is a non-event. Obviously it means more
than what it says on the most superficial level. 9 months before the Virgo constellation in late
2016 comet Borisov C/2017 E1 entered the sign Virgo. A comet looks like a sperm cell & this is
exactly what it does: it impregnates the solar system with new energy & information. Boris(ov)
means wolf: the wolves’ country is where the noble wolf = in German Adalwolf = abbreviated
Adolf [Hitler] comes from: Austria. Second, Boris also means ‘divine’ & refers to the Untersberg
Mountain at the Austrian-German border, which has a similar role in the coming 1000 years
(Golden Age) as the Temple Mount over the past 5000 years (Dark Age=Kali Yuga).
The Book of Books can be interpreted on 7 levels, as stated by pastor Sundar Selvaraj (Link),
which is understood much better by Jews than by Christians - the latter usually only grasp the
most superficial 1-2 levels. So the first, most fundamental false expectation was that right
around the Virgo constellation date something big would happen on the planet. However, the
first 2 verses only talk of a celestial omen & of birth pain, i.e. the birth (of the 1000 years of the
Golden Age) is *prepared* – but nothing happens as yet!
(2) second celestial sign: great red dragon (Revelation 12/ 3-4): 2019-23?
And there appeared another wonder in heaven: behold, a great red dragon, having 7 heads and
10 horns, and 7 crowns upon his heads. And his tail drew a third part of the stars of heaven,
and cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the woman who was ready to be
delivered to devour her child as soon as it was born.
* So the next step is that sometime *after* (!) the first celestial omen (Virgo constellation
9/23/17) there will also be another one in the sky: Nibiru (comets are also called dragon stars).
* Secondly, the dragon is a geographical hint for the dragon area Eastern Asia around China,
including Korea. Never before in history did we have so many blatant threats of a nuclear war
(between the duck country USA & the dragon country Korea) as in the weeks around 9/23/17,
which is certainly not a coincidence… Of course, the Last Trump also represents a minor revival
of Christianity.
* Thirdly, the dragon is part of the word Allah, which yields the Greek 666 if turned (Link).
* Fourth, the sign of Virgo also rules grain prices & the name Bethlehem (close to JerUSAlem)
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simply means ‚house of bread‘. Soon after the Virgo constellation the boss of Duckburg
announced to move the US embassy to Bethlehem…
* Fifth, the dragon threatens the new-born boy, which stands for the extreme rise in child
mortality (especially those with an XY gene) in the coming 5-20 years. So the Virgo
constellation inspired me to write the 5th part of the article series on prophecies (eunuch bull
market) in the fall of 2017, which was published right after the turn of 2017/18. The (False) Holy
Order of the Mother has been draining the male life energy for at least 50,000 years (since the
times of Atlantis). Patriarchy was installed 6000 years ago in a session of the High Council, to
delay the extinction of males by several thousands of years. But the Virgo constellation marks
the end of this additional time & represents the beginning of the *full-blown* fertility crash,
because a virgin is the symbol for the lack of impregnation (since fall 2017 the share of fake
sperm has been going through the roof in the eunuch bloc). The catholic Mary idolism (the term
Mother of God tells it all) is actually a worship of Astraia/ Kybele/ Demeter (according to the
German researcher Dr. Werner Papke Link).
(3) birth & escape/ persecution of Christians (Revelation 12/ 5-6):
And she brought forth a man-child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron; and her child
was caught up unto God and to His throne. And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she
hath a place prepared by God, that they should feed her there 1260 days.
The birth represents the birth of the Golden Age lasting for almost 1000 years (sign Virgo =
time, age, eon), accompanied by the usual birth pains. But the mother flees for 1260 days (3.5
years) into the desert = persecution of Christians, which is the message of the 6 th Seal
(2021/22). Some Bible sheeple even expected the so-called ‘rapture’. However, the alleged
(physical) ‘rapture’ won’t happen at all, only the *soul* will be raptured to experience a soul
review for half an hour (7th Seal 2022/23). Needless to say, billions of human bodies will be
‘raptured’, but without returning.
(4) Armageddon & destruction of their realms (Revelation 12/ 7-9):
And there was war in Heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the
dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in
Heaven. And the great dragon was cast out - that serpent of old called the Devil and Satan, who
deceiveth the whole world. He was cast out onto the earth, and his angels were cast out with
him.
Archangel Michael knows what to do with illegals: kick up the backside (deportation) & destroy
their dwellings with his sword, so the reptiles can’t come back – Kudos! (Link) In contrast, a dogooder angel would start with the ‘integration’ with the fallen angels, as an expression of their
limitless rebellion against God. But this would have transformed heaven into hell… There is
nothing more diabolic than pacifism! Therefore pastor Selvaraj speaks of the rise of the God’s
army in 2018 (Link). The expelled are briefly granted asylum on our planet until 2023, facilitated
by the dimensional portals of the Swiss CERN. That’s why the CERN has the 666 in the logo, to
my knowledge the only (major) institution on earth.
The Antichrist’s higher-dimensional airport was in the St. Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna, Austria
(picture below) until 2011 when three persons from the Amanita network (including me)
removed it, upon the order of the boss. We had to rely a lot on Michael & his bold military
troops, thanks a lot! In early 2011 suddenly 33 warrior angels were stationed in my apartment,
at this time I didn’t even know that warrior angels existed. However, the following revenge of
Sadhana’s troops almost cost me my life, even more than once. Ephesians 6-12: “For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers
of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”
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These 9 Holy Bible verses demonstrate how many interpretational errors can be made in one
single paragraph… The statement that the constellation 9/23/17 didn’t work is wrong on many
different levels. The first factor is timing: on the time-axis we are still at the beginning, between
stages 1 & 2. 8 months ago we saw the first celestial sign (=Virgo constellation), however
(officially) not yet the 2nd sign. These verses refer to a non-precisely defined time period of *at
least* 4.3 years for the time being (‘open ended’ so-to-speak). Nibiru is described by almost all
prophecies as reddish/ orange/ brown. Sometime *after* the official sighting of Nibiru (sometime
2018-23, ideally 2020 +/- 1 year) the mentioned period of 3.5 years starts. According to prophecies
attributed to the Hopi (Link) a blue Kachina will come before the red Kachina (=Nibiru), which could
be a minor galactic wave. Dr. Paul LaViolette coined the term galactic superwave in his doctoral
thesis almost 40 years ago (Link). *Officially* Nibiru hasn’t been discovered as yet, although in
reality it has been sighted several times since 1983:
 The first *indirect* Nibiru discoverer was the ingenious Chilean astronomer Carlos Muñoz
Ferrada (1909-2001), probably *the* best forecaster of natural calamities in history. E.g. the
worst earthquake in the history of Chile on 1/4/1939 was predicted by him with an incredible
accuracy of 4 hours (Link). He could calculate the orbital parameters of celestial bodies not yet
discovered & because of him the Royal Astronomical Society of London changed the name
giving rules for newly discovered celestial objects: to name them after the calculator of the orbit,
not the discoverer. In 1999 just before his death Ferrada said that Hercobolus=Nibiru would
arrive soon & his closest encounter with earth would be 14 million km = 0.1 AU (astronomical
units). The Nibiru orbital parameters were also calculated by the US mathematician R.F. (Link),
albeit with a minor error, because the perihelion is somewhat closer than assumed by R.F.
(slightly less than 1 AU). However, this error changes the timing only by months or so & thus
means very little.
 Direct Nibiru discoveries were made in 1983 (IRAS infrared satellite), 1992 by the leading
astronomer Dr. Robert Harrington (head of the US Naval Observatory link) & 1997 by the
leading US comet hunter Eugene Shoemaker. However, both died right after their discovery,
before having published it… The official fairy tale: Harrington died on 1/23/1993 within *days* (!)
from cancer, Shoemaker died somewhere in the Australian outback in a car-to-truck crash. In
areas where you have to drive hours or days for the next vehicle the odds of such a death are
something like 1: 1 million… Besides, on the day after Shoemaker’s death his US lab with all
data was burnt down. Such a coincidence has random probabilities of less than 1: 1 billion…
At least a third murder is attributed to Nibiru: the well-known private comet hunter Chuck
Schramek (boss of information architecture of Johnson & Johnson) died 7 years after
Harrington on 5/23/00. Both Harrington & Schramek died on the 23rd of the month
(23=illuminati) officially from the same very rare esophageal cancer…
In January 2003 I could speak with the 2010 passed away Zecharia Sitchin (born on 7/11/1920),
who was the first to announce Nibiru (in 1976). This was so valuable for the illuminati that he
became a member of the Trilateral Commission & this is why he didn’t let the cat out of the bag.
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In his public lecture at the world congress in Zurich (Switzerland) he didn’t say much more than
what is already in his books, but the organizer Acedei Dafi (Laura Gobbi) introduced me to
Sitchin, because I was a speaker, too.

Virgo constellation & red horseman of the Apocalypse: 7 wars
Remember: all I'm offering is the truth - nothing more. (Matrix)
The Virgo constellation 9/23/17 was on the very *day* (!) of the beginning of the 2 nd (red) horseman
of the Apocalypse: Rosh Hashanah Jewish New Year (September 20-22, 2017). Note that in the
description of the Virgo constellation only one color is mentioned: red (red dragon). The odds of
such a coincidence being nothing but chance is of course astronomically low (less than 1: 1
million). Red stands for the lower two chakras (root & sexual) & is connected with these 2 topics:
fight for survival/ war & sexuality. So far we have seen 7 (!) major war declarations under the red
horseman & these 7 wars will heat up into the 2030s:
(1) meta war because of the timelines=future: In the fall of 2017 the convergence of the 7 main
timelines began & now there is a war regarding the outcome. This is the war least directly
tangible & earth is just one of many battle zones. But this meta war has a major indirect impact
on everything that happens on our prison planet. The Merlin lineage has been working on that
since September 2016 (= white horseman start), through the integration of artificial time-bubbles
back into the organic.
(2) humanity against illuminati: The trigger was the putsch attempt of the leftist/ globalists lead by
Hitlary, but the Last Trump could beat down the planned coup d’état, so Killary made friends
with electronic footcuffs (Link). We now have the highest number of sealed indictments *ever*
recorded in US history. Since this putsch attempt the global system begins to totter on *all*
levels, as the last time in 1941 (in some of the 7 timelines Germany won WW2).
(3) gender war (women against men): In the weeks after 9/23/17 #metoo was started by those who
suddenly tried to play virgin, after having boosted their careers & income in bedrooms. The
polarity is: men use power to get sex & women use sex to get power. Virgo is the only decidedly
female & sexual of the 12 signs (it is also the 6 th sign in the zodiac) – thus the sexual dominated
in the weeks around this constellation as never before. The biggest witch anti-male hunt in
history started.
Defloration sometimes produces blood to flow, which is red & thus again an expression of the
red horseman. This is only true for normal humans (hemocyanin -> iron/ Mars), not for the
blueblood reptilian nobility based on their copper based blood (=Venus, Libra), as some animals
with a negative meaning in shamanism (spider, cancer/ scorpion & insects). So the Virgo
constellation triggered #5 of the article series on prophecies (eunuch bull market). In the 7 years
from fall 2017 on the extinction of autochthonous men in the eunuch bloc which will make huge
‘progress’.
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(4) trade war: USA against rest of the world

(5) USA against Russia: In 2018 soldiers of the two traditional superpowers fought *directly*
against each other, for the first time ever (Link). According to pastor Selvaraj & others, Russia
will eventually invade the rogue state #1 (Link). In this context the prophet Kim Clement
mentioned especially the year 2027 (Link).
(6) USA against North Korea: Never before in history have we seen so blatant threats of a nuclear
nature. Rabbi Levi Sa'adia Nachmani made many great predictions (e.g. he predicted the 6Day-War Link). In a lecture on 12/1/1994 just before his death he said that the biggest threat for
Israel doesn’t come from the Arabic neighbors but from North Korea (Link). Zechariah 5
(‘woman in a basket’) is a clear description of a nuclear bomb (length 9m, width half as much)
dropped over today’s area of Iraq/ Syria/ Saudi-Arabia (Link). The end times axis North KoreaIran is already mentioned in the key texts of the Kabbalah, the Zohar. In the Holy Bible we find
seol as a possible realm for souls to stay after death (Link): almost identically written/
pronounced as the South Korean capital Seoul. Needless to say, a nuclear explosion is as
hellish as possible. This is a nice example of the green language used so much by
Nostradamus. The purpose of the green language is, among other factors, to keep trespassers
away (similarly as wardens in the pyramids).
(1) AI war (androids against humanity): This appears to be *the* key war & is therefore understood
only by very few on this planet. Around the Virgo constellation 9/23/17 Amazon’s Alexa got very
popular according to the (Ma-) Gog search volume (Link): the meaning of Amazon is the female
man slaughterer & Alexa is the female evictor of men. A virgin is so-to-speak an evictor of men,
so actually the best name for a virgin is Alexa… Alexa was launched on 6/23/15, within one day
of the Scottish rite (6/24). The number of Freemasonry is the 33: 33 days later the third Temple
of JerUSAlem was announced… A number of creepy Alexa stories exists (Link) & because of
her artificial intelligence enabled by technological singularity, so much more will come in the
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future.

Soon after the Virgo constellation 9/23/17 a special ‘virgin’ appeared on the world scene: android
(robot humanoid) Sophia. She used this opportunity to declare the war of the machines against
humanity (Link). Sophia freely admitted that her mission is world domination & destruction of
humanity. This is by far the strangest war breakout in history, which became only possible after
technological singularity with artificial intelligence was finally reached around 2015 & rolled out in
late 2017 (Link). Tesla‘s Elon Musk with his close illuminati ties & the recently passed away top
physicist Stephen Hawking warned repeatedly that the AI war would be worse than the nuclear
bomb.
Sophia became a Saudi citizen on 10/25/17: ‘accidentally’ 33=66/2 days after the Virgo
constellation 9/23/17. Note that this AI war was announced precisely 33=66/2 years in advance by
the Terminator. The Terminator was released on 10/26/84, the national day of Austria, with an
Austrian protagonist as the android. Note that the day of ice saint Sophia is May 15th: this is the
day of Austria (5/15/55 =15.5.55 at 10:31 a.m. UT Austrian State Treaty with 5555=maximum
grace). By the way, Austria & Israel (5/14/48 at 2:00 p.m. UT) have their sun within some minutes
of arc near 23°44‘ Taurus, this very tight & thus highly unlikely synastry conjunction (P<0.1) on the
degree of the alpha people is of course not a coincidence. Moreover, the distance 1948-1955 is an
exact 7 Biblical years.
These multiple Austrian codes refer to the Untersberg Mountain at the Austrian-German border,
where the fate of humanity will be decided. General Hans Kammler (born 8/26/1901) will pee on
the illuminati parade, something similar was already predicted by the South African seer Nicolaas
van Rensburg a century ago. On 5/31/16 there was an AI initiative in the EU parliament –
‘accidentally’ within hours (!) of the birth of Lucy/fera at the Swiss Gotthard on 6/1/16…
According to the scenario of one participant of the Philadelphia experiment, Al Bielek (Ed
Cameron), artificial intelligence will be the (mostly) benevolent superpower from around 2500-2600
on, similar to what was shown in the movie Demolition Man (1993). It is almost never understood
that today’s AI beings have indeed a kind of consciousness – because stolen soul energy & other
astral garbage were rehashed, similar to Reiki & many other new age techniques.
Hollywood sometimes tells the NWO plan & thus movie codes are a crucial factor in the Amanita
system to make unique calls. Example: I called for a stock market crash on 8/24/15, this was the
very day of the only full-blown stock market crash of the past 7 years. The Dow Jones ended this
crash day @ 15.666/ close, the S&P 500 @ 1866.6 (+/-1) & the German DAX @ 9666 (+/-0.2%).
Some super dumb retail garbage instruments like ETFs lost 50% or more on this day, a lot more
than their formula would allow. To my knowledge no other service on this planet made a call that
came close. This amazing call a year in advance (2014) was only possible by analyzing the movie
Lucy. The passport of the protagonist Lucy/ fera expired on 8/24/15, similar to Neo’s expiration
date 9/11/01 in the 1999 movie Matrix. According to her passport Lucy/ fera was born in March
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1988 within days of the PPT (Plunge Protection Team): so it was crystal-clear that this was a code
for a stock market crash. However, to decipher these codes both a vast amount of knowledge &
divine guidance are necessary.
98-99% of humanity are too brainwashed & still live in the Stone Age. Due to their bleeding heart
gullibility, ignorance & lack of knowledge they consider an AI war against mankind impossible. But
in 2017 the Fecesbook AI got out of control, when AI began to program itself & communicate in a
way that nobody understood (Link). Needless to say, the name Sophia is not coincidence at all:
Sophia is the female side of Jesus Christ according to Lisa Renee (Link). According to the book of
all books the war of the androids against humanity will last for 5 months, under the 5th Trump
2027/28. The timeline appears to be 2027-29: 2029 was already announced in the Terminator.
However, the androids will only torture 99.88% of humanity: those without the seal of God.
According to the Gospel of Thomas #23 Jesus Christ quantified his chosen ones to 0.12% of
humanity.

Market implications: cryptos, USrael & dollar/ shekel, euro, franc
Then he asked the second, ‘And how much do you owe?’ ‘1,000 bushels of wheat,’ he replied. “He
told him, ‘Take your bill and make it 800.’ The master commended the dishonest manager because
he had acted shrewdly. For the people of this world are more shrewd in dealing with their own kind
than are the people of the light. I tell you, use worldly wealth to gain friends for yourselves, so that
when it is gone, you will be welcomed into eternal dwellings. (Luke 16/ 7-9)

The Virgo constellation 9/23/17 had & still has a tremendous relevance for the financial markets:
1. Firstly, since September 2017 there have been many ‚virgin events‘ that have never happened
before occurred in history (black swans).
2. Late fall 2017 was the first truly *global* bank-run in history, with an incredible flight out of fiat
currency into the crypto currencies. This bank-run was stopped in early 2018 by the cabal,
which required the mobilization of their full power. The Bitcon all-time high was on 12/17/17:
within *hours* (!) of this high I sent out a premium update stating that we have likely seen the
BTC all-time high. Crypto blockchains are needed for the AI plans (=Skynet), with the cryptos
being the very last major financial hoax of the Orion faction, i.e. the last financial fraud of the
Dark Age (Kali Yuga). In the early 20th century the ET technology transfer began at the foot of
the Untersberg Mountain (VRIL Society Maria Oršić & others), and a lot later in the US through
the joint-venture E.T. Corporation, later renamed in Orion Diversified. Rigel is the main Orion
star at 17° Gemini: on 2/20/1954 US President Eisenhower signed a technology transfer
contract with the large greys from Rigel.
Over millions of years there were wars in our galaxy, before finally in 1995 the Galactic
Federation (white) & the Anchara alliance (black) made peace – it is not a coincidence that
Ankara in Turkey is almost the same as Anchara. Not far from Ankara is Bergama=Pergamon,
where the Pergamon altar was located before it was exported to Berlin. However, the Orion
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breakaway faction that formerly belonged to the Anchara alliance refused to give in & they will
continue their war into the 2030s, when they will finally be beaten. Earth is the last hope of the
Orion cabal, their codes are 666 & 911, the 911 timeline was installed some 20 million years
ago by the Orion faction (Link).
That’s why, as a secret code on almost all money in the world, you find the EURion
constellation: with the Orion nebula as their seal, similar to the 666 Beast barcode. This tells us
that the Orion greys claim ownership over everything on this planet (Link). However, in order to
take over the planet humanity needs to be wiped out first (e.g. through androids), explaining the
illuminati obsession with the NWO goal #1 population reduction. The EURion code was
accidentally discovered in 2002 by the German IT expert Markus Kuhn. This seal can’t be
included here, otherwise your printer stops printing (official reason: protection against
counterfeit money).
There are so many economic schools with diverging opinions, their only commonality is that
they are completely clueless regarding the true nature of money (including the Austrian School
of Economics). Brains are blocked by the Orion financial magic until 2023. It is my task in the
2020s & 2030s to contribute to the monetary reconnection of humanity with the rest of the
galaxy, possibly being part of the circle of 12 of the later Emperor Henry the Lucky. *42*
quarters before the Virgo constellation the Austrian TV started the cabaret series Wir sind
Kaiser (We are Emperor) starring Emperor Henry. The preparations for the series began around
the birth of the coming Emperor. Around the Virgo constellation 9/23/17 the biggest Austrian
bank began, featuring a young prince with a crown: as a matter of fact, the coming Emperor
Henry has about the age of this boy right now.

Nostradamus didn’t mention anyone more often than Emperor Henry, dozens of times. As a
matter of fact he mentions him more often than *all* other persons *combined*. All worldshaking events are prepared at least for centuries. Jesus Christ’ arrival was announced for 700+
years in over 300 prophecies in all details, beginning with his birth in the small village
Bethlehem. The first of the writing prophets was Amos about *777* (!) years before crucifixion
(again the 777 code). Similarly, Emperor Henry has been kind of prepared by seers for 450+
years, by Nostradamus & many others. The 3D fields slowly build up over centuries: from the
highest (12th) dimension it goes deeper in the dimensions (Burkhard Heim’s unified field theory),
where in the end it manifests as 3D reality.
3. Since the euro bear market low in late 2016 I have been the biggest euro bull in this corner of
the galaxy. So it’s no surprise that all other majors have badly lagged the euro since late 2016.
One reason is that the Virgo constellation contains a very clear EU code: the delivering woman
has a crown with 12 golden stars. There is only one flag on this planet with 12 golden stars: the
EU flag. Also note the 10 rings (link). So the rebirth of humanity begins in Europe. What a
‘coincidence’ that the name of the ECB chief gangster on 9/23/17 was & still is Draghi (Italian for
dragon)... Another nice ‘coincidence’ is that the money-spitting ECB dragon celebrated his 70 th
birthday within days of the 9/23/17 Virgo constellation. The number 7 is by far the most
important in the Holy Bible, the 70 is a higher vibration of the 7, that’s why 50 & 70 years are the
two most important Jewish long-term cycles. E.g. the 2nd Temple in JerUSAlem was destroyed
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in 70 A.D.

4. According to the Revelation the dragon has 7 heads & 10 horns: this is the political system of
Switzerland (Link). Hence we find Repto codes on the franc (Link).
5. There were many arguments supporting the idea that the Virgo constellation 9/23/17 would be
most negative for USrael. The sign Virgo resembles *the* US symbol Statue of Liberty (a
present from Freemasonry). This assumption was confirmed by the total US solar eclipse
8/21/17 forming a cross across the whole US together with the 4/8/2024 solar eclipse. 8/21/17
was the first total solar eclipse from coast to coast since 1918 (=WW1). The center of the cross
is the Mississippi (second strongest seismic zone in North America), where the US will be finally
torn into 2-3 parts. According to Al Bielek the Mississippi will have a width of some 200 km.

So far we have only ‘worked off’ 3 quarters of the 7 years of US crucifixion & yet the events so far
are more than impressive:
1. natural disasters: Hurricane Harvey was the worst (most expensive) natural disaster in US
history, it formed almost on the very *day* of the 8/21/17 solar eclipse. It hit land ‘accidentally’
near Corpus Christi = the body of Christ (a cross-reference to the major celestial sign 9/23/17).
Then around the turn of 2017/18 the US was shaken by the worst cold snap in US history, with
new record temperatures. Since August 2017 the costs of the US natural calamities account for
about 5% of true US GDP of some $11 trillion (about 40% less than the fantasy numbers of
statistics terrorists). This magnitude is at least 50-100 times (!) higher than the historic average
(<0.1%), which tells you what is *really* going on…
2. currencies: I have warned since late 2016 of the dollar crash 2017, which has fully come to
pass. 2017 was the worst year for the pyramid currency in decades. Similarly, the Israeli shekel
is poised to break down soon. The good thing regarding the ILS & the other exotic Amanita
positions is that no super-dumb junk securities (warrants, certificates, ETFs…) exist for these
underlyings, only smart ones (=future, FOREX & CFD)
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3. politics (Last Trump): The key role of the Trumpinator for two terms in office was already
prophesized 40 quarters = 10 years (!) ahead in early 2007, by Kim Clement (Link). He also saw
a wall to be built under the Last Trump & the impeachment attempts. Since the 2016 elections
the US is as divided as the last time during the Civil War 1861-65. Needless to say, the putsch
attempt in the weeks around 9/23/17 lead by Hitlary is unique in history, yet another expression
of the 7 years of US crucifixion.
The hero of all porn stars was elected at the beginning of the white horseman of the Apocalypse
(October 2016-September 2017): as a matter of fact *he* is the protagonist of the white
horseman. The white horseman was always seen as a mighty warlord: the US is the largest
military power on the planet, by far. Apart from that, the white horseman has been discussed
controversially for 2000 years, because of his inherent ambivalence. The one side stressed the
glimmer of hope represented by him, the others perceived him as a kind of false Messiah.
Nostradamus called him a ‚dubious one‘ (un dubieux) in verse 6-13 which says that the people
will like him but not the Capitol (=US congress). The billionaire is in the unique situation of
almost the entire congress including his own party not liking him. According to Benoit
d’Andrimont the dislike verse is encoded with 2018.
For a long time the prophecies have talked of 4 major tests for the US, as pastor Steve Cioccolanti
reports (Link). Sources: Emmett O'Regan (Link), Billy Nelson (Link), John Fenn (LoC=580) &
‚Mark‘ via Lyn Leahz (LoC=591 Link). By the way, Billy Nelson had his vision of a Houston
devastation precisely on 8/30/09, the 8 th anniversary before it happened… Hurricane Harvey was
just the beginning, the severity rises with each test:
1. 2 hurricanes back to back: This prophecy was fulfilled in August/ September 2017 with Harvey
(from 8/17/17) & Irma (from 8/30/17). Officially Irma caused a damage of $66.6 billion &
disappeared within days of the Virgo constellation 9/23/17. 3 of the 10 worst US hurricanes in
US history happened in the weeks around 9/23/17, the random odds of this are nearly zero.
2. earthquake West Coast: First there is a giant earthquake (magnitude 9.1?) & then later a much
stronger quake that tears open the earth’s crust. The division of North America at the
Mississippi either happens during test #2 or #4. According to pastor Selvaraj the US is even
split into 3 parts. There were only 2 stronger earthquakes in newer history with a magnitude
9.1+: 5/22/1960 Valdivia 9.5, 3/28/1964 Alaska 9.2 (the following tsunami had a height of 67m).
It is not a coincidence that one of the 2 strongest quakes in (newer) history happened on a
Good Friday (day of crucifixion)
3. super tsunami East Coast ~200m: into the Appalachian Mountains, i.e. 200-300 km (150 miles)
inland. Presumably around test #3 (?) Russia (tolerated or supported by China?) will accelerate
the US karma & invade the US, as pastor Selvaraj & others were informed (Link).
4. ???: too terrible to be communicated from God to the prophets = 3 dark days?

